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Power distributor 125A-32A   
6U, input CEE 125A, output 4 x CEE 32A + 3 x Schuko, RCD, multifunctional
digital measuring device 
6U, 125A/400V 
with multifunctional measuring device 
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Forced ventilation

Circuit breaker per phase

Multifunctional digital measuring device

RCD circuit breaker per output line

Major offers a wide range of power distributors produced in
their master workshop. All products are characterised by a
high quality standard. Accordingly, Major only integrates quality
components from reputable manufacturers such as Siemens,
Harting, Mennekes® or ABL.
A forced air cooling system guarantees perfect operation even with
the heaviest demands. This insistence on quality, together with robust
sheet steel housings, make Major power distribution units the first
choice for touring, events and installations. Individual Major power
distribution units differ from each other in their power input and
outputs. Individual combinations are possible on request at any time.
The model 125A-32A distributes 125A three-phase current on four
CEE 32A three-phase current connectors, each of which is protected
by its own RCD circuit breaker. The three additional Schuko sockets
are protected by a common RCD and 16A line circuit breakers.

Scope of delivery 
1.5m cable with assembled CEE 125A plug

 Technical specifications 
Operating voltage/ Supply

voltage 

230V/400V 

IP rating  IP20 

Net weight  20kg 

Dimensions  483 x 264 x 320mm 

 

Article    
230125 Power distributor 125A-32A, 6U, input CEE 125A, output 4 x CEE 32A +

3 x Schuko, RCD, multifunctional digital measuring device
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Additional product pictures 

 


